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QuickTime is the industry standard for developing and distributing multimedia content on the Web and CD-ROM, for both Windows and Macintosh computers. Its powerful, extensible software architecture lets you deliver state-of-the-art digital content over the Web or on CD-ROM.

This third edition of the best-selling and award-winning QuickTime for the Web has been fully revised and expanded and includes QuickTime Pro 6 and a full set of content development tools. This hands-on guide shows how to integrate animation, video, recorded sound, MIDI, text, still images, VR, live streams, games, and user interactivity into a Web site, and now also covers QuickTime support for the MPEG-4 global multimedia standard.

Written for Web masters, site designers, HTML and multimedia authors, and anyone else who wants to incorporate sound or video into their Web site, this book offers clear and detailed instruction in an engaging style. Written by an expert at Apple Computer, this is the most complete and authoritative source for creating QuickTime content for the Web.

The first edition of this book won the Touchstone 2000 Merit Award for Books, awarded annually by STC (Society for Technical Communications).

Features
*Written for both Windows and Macintosh developers.
*Illustrates all the latest features in QuickTime Pro 6, including MPEG-4 support.
*Includes a companion CD-ROM with the full version of QuickTime Pro 6 (a $29.99 value) for Windows and Macintosh. 
*CD-ROM also includes free tools for creating and editing movies, cut-and-paste HTML and JavaScript examples, royalty-free audio, prebuilt interactive sprites, and a demo copy of LiveStage Pro with a special offer for $100 off from Totally Hip Software.

About the Author
   
Steve Gulie is a recognized QuickTime expert. His is a senior technical writer and multimedia Web monkey for Apple Computer, and has been a featured speaker at Apple's Worldwide Developer Conference and QuickTime Live! He develops Web sites that include QuickTime content of every kind, from live poetry readings to VR tours. He has written about HTML, QuickTime, and CD-ROMs for WIRED magazine, and has also produced commercial CD-ROMs, such as Life Near 310 Kelvin, that include HTML, digital audio, and QuickTime movies. He is on the Web at http://homepage.mac.com/qt4web/
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Introduction to e-Business: Management and StrategyButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
An introductory text that offers an understanding of the key concepts and issues in ebusiness.    

       An Introduction to e-Business provides the contemporary knowledge of the key issues affecting the modern e-business environment and links theory and practice of management strategies relating to e-business. This book brings together...
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A Practical Guide for SystemVerilog AssertionsSpringer, 2005


	When Gateway Design Automation, Inc. created Verilog in the mid-

	1980's, the process of integrated circuit design was very different than it is

	today. The role of Verilog, as well as its capability, has evolved since its

	inception into today's SystemVerilog.

	SystemVerilog language consists of three categories of...
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Ext JS Data-driven Application Design (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to build a user-friendly database in Ext JS using data from an existing database with this step-by-step tutorial. Takes you from first principles right through to implementation.


	Overview

	
		Discover how to layout the application structure with MVC and Sencha Cmd
	
		Learn to use Ext...
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InDesign CS5 for Macintosh and Windows: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Adobe InDesign CS5 for Macintosh and Windows: Visual QuickStart Guide highlights the important new features, as well as covering the ones readers have relied on in previous versions of InDesign. Complete coverage of InDesign CS5's new features includes: tools for interactive documents, including the new animation panel; simplified object...
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Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering (Computational Mechanics and Applied Analysis Series)CRC Press, 2001

	We have written this text for engineers who wish to grasp the engineering physics of thermodynamic concepts and apply the knowledge in their field of interest rather than merely digest the abstract generalized concepts and mathematical relations governing thermodynamics. While the fundamental concepts in any discipline are relatively...
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Functional and Logic Programming: 10th International Symposium, FLOPS 2010Springer, 2010

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 10th International Symposium on Functional and Logic Programming (FLOPS 2010), held in Sendai, Japan, April 19–21, 2010 at Aoba Memorial Hall, Tohoku University.


	FLOPS is a forum for research on all issues concerning declarative programming, including functional programming and...
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